Supreme Court of Appeals
State of West Virginia

Supreme Court Admits Attorneys
For immediate release Friday, February 10, 2023

CHARLESTON, W.Va. – The following applicants were admitted to practice law in West Virginia during ceremonies before the Supreme Court of Appeals on Wednesday, February 8, 2023.

Successful applicants of the West Virginia Bar Examination who were admitted:
1. Jamie Melissa Deitzler
2. Patrecia Elizabeth Hogan
3. Colton Reed Murphy
4. Sarah Paige Van Horn

Admitted by transferred Uniform Bar Exam (UBE) score:
1. Christopher Ellsworth Ansell Jr.
2. Rachel Jannette Dickson
3. Omar Hatem Hossino
4. Sameerah Rasheedah Mickey
5. Alexis Nadia Sadeghy
6. Aaron Lloyd Sarro
7. Emeline Mary Walker

Admitted by reciprocity (other states where admitted in parentheses):
1. Todd David Bowlus (PA)
2. Amanda Rose Cashman (PA)
3. Maria Theresa Coladonato (PA)
4. Daniel Walter Everson (OH)
5. Julian Eugene Gray (PA)
6. Melissa M. Hall (OH, PA)
8. Lorenzo Vittorio Lista (PA)
9. Jonathon Lewis McGee (OH)
10. Brandon Lee McMahon (PA)
11. Grant Andrew Newman (MI)
12. Antoinette Carmella Oliver (PA)
Admitted with limited permission to practice under Rule 9.0 of the West Virginia Rules for Admission to the Practice of Law:

1. Darren Keith Bencosky, in association with the Public Defender Corporation for the 23rd Judicial Circuit (Berkeley, Jefferson and Morgan Counties), having been admitted in New Mexico and Pennsylvania.
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